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	Experimental methods for diffraction and microscopy are pushing the front

	edge of nanoscience and materials science, and important new developments

	are covered in this third edition. For transmission electron microscopy, a remarkable

	recent development has been a practical corrector for the spherical

	aberration of the objective lens. Image resolution below 1?A can be achieved

	regularly now, and the energy resolution of electron spectrometry has also

	improved dramatically. Locating and identifying individual atoms inside materials

	has been transformed from a dream of fifty years into experimental

	methods of today.





	The entire field of x-ray spectrometry and diffractometry has benefited

	from advances in semiconductor detector technology, and a large community

	of scientists are now regular users of synchrotron x-ray facilities. The

	development of powerful new sources of neutrons is elevating the field of neutron

	scattering research. Increasingly, the most modern instrumentation for

	materials research with beams of x-rays, neutrons, and electrons is becoming

	available through an international science infrastructure of user facilities that

	grant access on the basis of scientific merit.





	The fundamentals of scattering, diffractometry and microscopy remain as

	durable as ever. This third edition continues to emphasize the common theme

	of how waves and wavefunctions interact with matter, while highlighting the

	special features of x-rays, electrons, and neutrons. The third edition is not

	substantially longer than the second, but all chapters were updated and revised.

	The text was edited throughout for clarity, often minimizing sources

	of confusion that were found by classroom teaching. There are significant

	changes in Chapters 1, 3, 7, 8 and 9. Chapter 11 is new, so there are now

	12 chapters in this third edition. Many chapter problems have been tuned to

	minimize ambiguity, and the on-line solutions manual has been updated.





	We thank Drs. P. Rez and A. Minor for their advice on the new content

	of this third edition. Both authors acknowledge support from the National

	Science Foundation for research and teaching of scattering, diffractometry,

	and microscopy.
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Customizing and Upgrading LinuxJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A fast-paced guide to customizing and performing upgrades to Linux on a network
In order to fulfill Linux’s promise of delivering speed, efficiency, and reliability to a network, you must be able to properly customize and perform upgrades on this operating system. Updated to reflect all the recent changes to the core Linux kernel up...
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MCAD/MCSD Self-Paced Training Kit: Developing Web Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NETMicrosoft Press, 2002
Welcome to MCAD/MCSD Training Kit—Developing Web Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NET. By completing the lessons and exercises in this book, you will acquire the skills and knowledge necessary to develop Web-based applications in ...
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How to Get Government Contracts: Have a Slice of the 1 Trillion Dollar PieApress, 2012

	How to Get Government Contracts demystifies the process of how a company can enter the government market, win its first and subsequent contracts, and then grow itself into a multi-million-dollar government contractor within a couple of years. It offers an insider’s view into the latest best practices that government...
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Introduction to Logistics EngineeringCRC Press, 2008
Core Principles for Engineering Success with Logistics
In spite of the growing recognition of logistics as a necessary condition for business success, there is a lack of introductory literature covering the field’s technical aspects. Inspired by the bestselling Logistics Engineering Handbook, this fundamental...
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Emergency Radiology: Imaging and InterventionSpringer, 2006

	This book offers a comprehensive review on the last development in the management and the treatment of acute and life-threatening conditions. Written by leading experts in the field, this book will help the clinician to understand the clinical problems and to select the methodological and technical options that will ensure prompt and...
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Classical Feedback Control: With MATLAB® and Simulink®, Second Edition (Automation and Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2011

	This second edition textbook describes the design and implementation of high-performance feedback controllers for engineering systems. It emphasizes the frequency-domain design and methods based on Bode integrals, loop shaping, and nonlinear dynamic compensation. The authors include many problems and offer practical applications,...
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